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In October 2020, a fly landed on then US Vice-President Mike Pence’s head in a televised vice-presidential debate. The incident captivated audiences around the world. Drawing on expertise in art history, academic Sally Hickson seized the moment to write a piece of explanatory journalism in The Conversation Canada that tied the sensation to the history of flies in Western art. By summer 2021, the article had been viewed 1.24 million times.

Journalists are not the only creators of explanatory journalism. Many academics like Sally Hickson write explanatory journalism, often to try to influence policy. In fact, some dedicated explanatory journalism outlets, such as The Conversation Canada, mostly publish content written by people affiliated with a university. While explanatory journalism may not always be the most widely-read form of journalism, it is a crucial part of the modern news media ecosystem.

Explanatory journalism helps policy-makers and the general public to understand these societal challenges by offering accessible expert knowledge. This form of journalism can also provide evidence-based policy recommendations that are much more likely to be read than traditional academic work.

While explanatory journalism has existed for a long time, it has been transformed in new and fascinating ways online. But these transformations also pose big, unexpected challenges, many of which are related to policy. From harassment of authors to translation to the discoverability of content—all these issues are linked to how explanatory journalism is made, shared, and preserved. In fact, policy issues can be found at every stage in explanatory journalism. This report proposes a life-cycle of explanatory journalism as a way to uncover policy challenges and then identify how policy-makers, journalists, academic-authors, and academic institutions might address them. Although we focus on explanatory journalism, many issues raised in this report go far beyond that problem. Implementing this report’s recommendations can improve the inclusion of diverse expert knowledge in Canadian policy debates.

1 Sally Hickson, “Mike Pence’s Fly: From Renaissance Portraits to Salvador Dalí, Artists Used Flies to Make a Point about Appearances,” The Conversation Canada, October 9, 2020.
2 This information was provided to be shared publicly in this report by a member of The Conversation Canada’s editorial team.
This report is based on multi-disciplinary and multi-lingual research into the production, distribution, and impact of explanatory journalism. We draw from history, communication and media studies, and law. Although this report focuses on Canada, we have drawn on information from many other countries and we conducted research in English, French, German, Spanish, and Chinese to inform our analysis, develop the life-cycle, and provide recommendations. We pursued multiple methodologies at the same time. We compiled all Canadian court cases related to intellectual property rights in news and conducted a literature review on intellectual property rights in news in the US, UK, Europe, Australia, and China. 

We pursued a literature review around academic engagement in policy development. We also reviewed the House of Commons Hansard and other public records of policy debates to find how explanatory journalism has featured in Canadian policy-making. We also spoke with Scott White from The Conversation Canada for further background information on their work.

Our report begins by examining some key issues that affect academic-authors’ contributions to policy discussions. We then dive into multiple aspects of article distribution: fair use, payment, translation, and algorithmic delivery. The next sections explore problems academics face when trying to affect policy: discoverability and academic authority. Finally, we consider the afterlife of electronic materials and preservation problems before offering recommendations to academic-authors, universities, explanatory journalism outlets, and policy-makers.

We gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council, Partnership Grant for the Global Journalism Innovation Lab.3 We thank Florian Martin-Bariteau, Mary Chapman, Alf Hermida, and Scott White for their trenchant comments on the report as well as Gene Allen and Nathan Lucky for conversations during the research phase. Any recommendations are, of course, our own.
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3 Award number: AWD-001949 SSHRC 2018. The Conversation Canada also receives funds via this grant. For more information about the Global Journalism Innovation Lab based at The University of British Columbia, please visit its website: https://journalisminnovation.ca
Academic participation in policy development can take up a lot of time and energy.

Academics can contribute to policy development in many different ways within what some call a hybrid and/or high-choice media environment. Audiences can consume content via a wide range of formats and platforms, both analogue and digital. Within this space, academics can engage in the policy process through formal policy interventions, policy reports and briefs, explanatory journalism, and via social media, among other tools.

One of the most complicated and difficult ways to get involved in policy development is through formal policy interventions. In Canada, for example, government departments, agencies, and regulatory bodies regularly put out calls for public participation around policy issues. These calls often require interested groups, including academics, to submit long answers to a series of policy-related questions. It is also common for scholars to include appendices with additional evidence in these contributions. In Canada, the academic-led ageing + communication + technologies (ACT) project is a key example of a research group that produces policy interventions in response to calls from federal entities.

Policy reports and briefs are another relatively resource-intensive way that scholars can engage in the policy development process. In Canada, these reports and briefs are often published by think tanks such as the Public Policy Forum or the Centre for International Governance Innovation, or by

---

universities departments or centres. Unlike policy interventions, policy reports and briefs are not typically written in response to governmental or regulatory calls for participation. Instead, they raise awareness around and provide policy recommendations for an issue or policy position. This report is an example of that promotion.

Explanatory journalism is a middle-ground between longer policy contributions, reports and briefs, and using social media to engage in policy issues. In Canada, some key explanatory journalism outlets are The Conversation Canada, Policy Options, and Open Canada. While there is likely less editorial support for academics writing in mainstream news outlets, many scholars working in Canadian universities have also published op-eds and other types of explanatory journalism in newspapers like La Presse, Le Devoir, the National Post, The Toronto Star, The Globe and Mail, and The Hill Times. Some outlets let readers leave comments, where academics can discuss or debate policy issues with readers. Other academics publish similar content on personal blogs, where they can post when they like without an editor’s oversight.

Finally, many academics use social media platforms to share their research or views on policy issues. Twitter is the key platform here. These contributions to policy dialogues can actively engage platform users, such as other academics, journalists, policy-makers, and members of the public. Twitter and other platforms also let academics and publishers promote a policy intervention, report, brief, or explanatory journalism article.

But these are also spaces where academics, especially women and people from marginalized groups, can face discrimination and harassment. Think about the online abuse and harassment of academics and other health experts during the COVID-19 pandemic. This type of behaviour has made some academics limit or rethink their online participation. In some cases, academics have experienced mental and physical health issues.

CHALLENGE

Academic-authors don’t always have the skills they need to write compelling explanatory journalism.

Explanatory journalism, mainstream journalism, policy reports and briefs, and other more accessible content can create bridges between academic research and policy groups. While there is growing appreciation for academic policy participation, universities’ administrative processes still favour peer-reviewed journal articles and academic books over explanatory journalism articles and other forms of public engagement. Historically, these sorts of traditional publications are shared and read in academic communities.¹⁶

The academy’s limited appreciation for policy-related work can also be seen in limited training for this work.¹⁷ This is a big gap given that communicating with policy-makers entails a sort of ‘translation.’ Writing for explanatory and other journalistic outlets also requires a different tone and style than those taught in most universities.¹⁸ A lack of institutional support, training, and recognition may mean that academics are missing necessary skills and confidence to write for policy audiences. Academics thus risk communicating their ideas less persuasively and clearly. This might be especially true for the rising number of academics working in adjunct teaching or lower-paid research roles who have less institutional training and support than tenure-track academics.¹⁹

¹⁸ Braman, Communication Researchers and Policy-Making, 49; The Conversation Canada, “About The Conversation.”
In North America, the incentivization of traditional academic publications is possibly most visible in the tenure and promotion process. This pathway describes academics’ promotion from assistant professor to associate professor and eventually full professor. The process involves a comprehensive review of a scholar’s work and it generally favours traditional academic publications. For those interested in writing for wider audiences, “the pressure to publish [in academic venues] and concerns over how much a potential intervention will count toward tenure represent structural hurdles to sustained (and especially critical) policy intervention.”

In the current system, explanatory journalism articles or other writing for policy groups can, ironically, limit the career of an emerging academic. This is especially the case if tenure or other institutional committees do not think the academic has produced enough scholarly publications. Many major grant providers in Canada and internationally have talked about and rewarded knowledge mobilization practices in recent years. But university tenure (and merit) processes have not followed suit.

It is a paradox that the academy provides limited recognition of and support for policy-focused activities. Universities want academics with real-world impact. But they neither adequately prepare nor reward scholars for the work that this requires.
New ways of sharing research have raised new challenges for using images and distributing research.

When academic-authors do write explanatory journalism, there are questions about where to publish and what images to use. Almost every article published online is accompanied by images. Popular apps have contributed to this trend by prioritizing images. Outlets try to find free or low-cost ways of including images, but outlets and authors should ensure that their images do not raise issues by violating copyright licences.

Some outlets buy licenses from online providers like Shutterstock or more traditional providers like The Canadian Press or The Associated Press. Some also use sites that offer photographs under Creative Commons licenses like Unsplash. Rather than put the material completely into the public domain, Creative Commons licenses essentially create some conditions for further use.26 Publications should check the terms of the Creative Commons licenses on images carefully to avoid litigation from photographers.27 Finally, authors can supply their own images, though they are often unaware of copyright regulations and may inadvertently provide an image that is under copyright.

Once articles are created and published online, they can be shared in many different ways, like over email, social media, text messages, or via other digital and non-digital platforms. While many explanatory journalism outlets publish their stories for free, other outlets publishing explanatory journalism might sit behind a paywall.

27 For one example, see Daxton Stewart, “Rise of the Copyleft Trolls: When Photographers Sue After Creative Commons Licenses Go Awry” (May 11, 2021). Last accessed June 24, 2021.
Paywalling is a method used by news organizations to restrict access to content except for those who have paid for a subscription or made an individual purchase of an article. This provides revenue beyond online advertising and has become popular particularly since The New York Times introduced a paywall in 2011. Many Canadian outlets use a paid subscription model to pay for their news production, like The Globe and Mail, The Toronto Star, and National Observer.

While paywalls have become one way to pull in revenue for news organizations, they raise questions for academic-authors about where best to place their explanatory journalism. In recent years, there has been a push within academia for scholars to publish their peer-reviewed work in an open-access format. This makes the scholarship more accessible, particularly to tax payers who have often funded the research. In 2018, European research agencies and national funders created Plan S, which mandates that any research funded by them should be published via open access. The president of Science Europe, Marc Schlitz, argued that “publication paywalls are withholding a substantial amount of research results from a large fraction of the scientific community and from society as a whole.”

In Canada, scholars can use research funding to pay for their publications to appear open access.

The move towards open access for peer-reviewed publications raises questions about publishing explanatory journalism behind paywalls, particularly if the authors are aiming to influence a broader public audience. In some cases, the relevant policy-makers may read publications behind a paywall, making that outlet the most pertinent choice for the author. It does, however, potentially limit the distribution of that content.


Governments and media outlets use multiple strategies to push social media platforms to pay for the journalistic content distributed on those platforms.

Another question around distribution is whether online platforms should pay for distributing news outlets’ content. This has become a hotly debated topic with countries from Germany to Australia introducing laws and policies. These initiatives generally build upon intellectual property rights, such as the introduction of a so-called link tax that would require large digital platforms to pay the respective news outlet every time a link to their news article is shared.

While changes in online media delivery have sparked new initiatives, the tension between new technologies and intellectual property rights is rooted in history. The British and North American protection of “property” reflected different national legal and market structures. From the 1880s, both British and American news agencies like Reuters and the Associated Press campaigned for legal mechanisms to protect their organizations and products from new competitors. Today, new digital technologies have created a similar trend with news providers looking for legal protections.

In Europe, new technologies have previously pushed news organizations to seek legal protection for their news as a way to consolidate existing business models. When the new technology of radio emerged in the 1920s, a major
German news agency campaigned for a law protecting news against “misappropriation over the radio.” The German government drafted the law, but its promulgation was stymied by the Nazis’ rise to power in 1933. Governments also talked about how radio raised new issues for intellectual property rights in news at an international press conference hosted by the League of Nations in 1927.

These concerns over new technologies are echoed in today’s digital media. Companies such as Google News present similar problems to radio in the interwar period. Rising competition from internet-based media has undermined news organizations and their “control over content online,” particularly over news aggregation. Numerous court cases on both sides of the Atlantic have dealt with concerns that news aggregators like Google News or Meltwater conflict with news corporations and infringe copyright.

In the past decade, European countries such as Belgium, France, Germany, and Spain have mounted different types of legal action against Google News for violating copyright law.

At the same time, multiple governments have pursued legislative measures to make online news aggregators pay for links to news articles. The impact of the “link tax” in countries such as Spain is ongoing, but shows the potential consequences of such policies. In 2014, the Spanish government introduced article 32 into the Intellectual Property Law (artículo 32, la ley de propiedad intelectual), and Article 32 (also known as Google Tax or link tax in Spanish media) was a similar but stronger version of Germany’s Leistungsschutzrecht für Presseverleger (2013).

The Spanish provision aimed to address concerns over news aggregation and make Google News pay to share direct links from Spanish news organizations. Before the law came into effect, Google closed Google News Spain in December 2014. After a year, the Spanish Association of Periodical Publications (Asociación Española de Editoriales de Publicaciones Periódicas) found that Spanish news sites were seeing 6% less traffic, and smaller publications 14% less. In 2017, Spanish media had apparently lost 10 to 20% of their audiences due to the Google tax.

RISING COMPETITION FROM INTERNET-BASED MEDIA HAS UNDERMINED NEWS ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR “CONTROL OVER CONTENT ONLINE,” PARTICULARLY OVER NEWS AGGREGATION.

---

Most recently, the Australian government negotiated with major platforms to protect Australian news organizations and publishers. On February 25, 2021, the Australian government passed “The News Media Bargaining Code” to “address the bargaining imbalances between news media businesses and digital platforms, specifically Facebook and Google.” In May 2021, the Australian broadcaster and publisher Nine Entertainment Co Holdings Ltd. secured and signed a multi-year content-supply deal with Google and Facebook, which ensured that Australia’s three largest media firms had deals with these digital platforms. The tax was meant to return some power to news organizations and traditional publishers as online platforms had dominated digital advertising, which reduced resources for other news sources to cover local and regional news.

Lawmakers in the US, UK, and Canada are considering similar legislation to Australia. Policy-makers could weigh the benefits from Australia’s case. But publications and policy-makers might also think about the Spanish case, where the link tax resulted in Google’s exit from Spain and led to a big decrease in readership and revenue for local media outlets.

There may be other unintended consequences, such as media outlets getting caught in negotiations, articles being removed from digital platforms, or these platforms pulling out of countries entirely. The latter is a tactic commonly used by Google and Facebook to pressure governments and news organizations to stop link tax legislation, and is clear in their recent negotiations with Spain and Australia. In Australia, Facebook briefly removed all media outlets from the site in February 2021 during the negotiations over Australia’s new regulations; some institutions were mistakenly caught up in this, including state health agencies, which was particularly troubling during COVID-19.

Although a lot of this legislation is comparatively new, it already raises concerns for the health of explanatory journalism, were Canada to pursue such a route. After major news outlets negotiated deals with Google and Facebook, smaller outlets have found it harder or impossible to negotiate. Facebook has refused to enter into negotiations with The Conversation Australia. Within Canada, Facebook has inked a deal with 14 Canadian news organizations to pay for some of their news content. But which outlets could negotiate? And are there transparent processes around payment? These are open questions. Any legislation should account for the ramifications for smaller and non-profit outlets and not regulate solely with larger or more traditional media in mind.

---

Translating explanatory journalism into numerous languages can vastly increase the audience for a piece, but it can also create issues in other markets around the world.

Beyond distribution in one language, another important part of distribution is translation into other languages. Translations can create a wider audience and engage different interest groups. Transnational news agencies and various other media outlets publish in multiple languages or present the option to translate texts. But the process of translation also raises the issue of intellectual property rights and rights over the original articles.

One example that reflects the competing narratives in the translation process is China. Translating documents can be traced back to late Qing China, when Chinese booksellers engaged in what the Qing New Learning encyclopedia authors and bibliographers coined as the “great cut-and-paste enterprise.” This consisted of translating Japanese books rather than the official European versions and reprinting titles that sold well. These practices eventually sparked an exodus of Japanese publishers due to the constant and unauthorized reprinting.

Although political and economic changes transformed the legal understanding and implementation of copyright in China, translation remained a valuable tool well into the 1980s. In 1987, China developed an auto-translation machine.
that could “translate 3,000 English words into Chinese characters in an hour.”51 This enabled Chinese news agencies to publish in other languages and ‘internationalize’ themselves for a global market.

But issues with translation persist. Most problems revolve around legal definitions of copyright (banquan) in China and the role of news agencies in China’s intellectual property law. The Copyright Law of the People’s Republic of China foresees that a “work may be used without permission from, and without payment of remuneration to, the copyright owner” in the cases of reprinting or reuse and citation of newspapers, periodicals, or any other media outlets (see Chapter II, Section 4, article 22).52 Chinese outlets have also freely repurposed or copied articles from foreign media.

And since private digital companies such as Tencent News or Qihoo360 are barred from hiring their own journalists for domestic reporting, they repurpose news from non-digital Chinese media or state-owned digital media enterprises such as Xinhua News Agency or People’s Daily. This creates a forum of aggregated and repurposed news content. These Chinese websites long violated foreign media’s intellectual property rights when their digital media outlets translated entire articles from English into Mandarin.53

Enforcement of intellectual property rights around translation became stricter in 2017. More cases were filed around intellectual property rights. This affected digital media in China, with many sites changing their editorial guidelines. At one site, journalists must now cite at least three different sources and only use paraphrases.54 Some attribute this policy change to General Secretary Xi Jinping’s speech at the 19th Communist Party Congress in October 2017, where he stated that “We will foster a culture of innovation, and strengthen the creation, protection, and application of intellectual property.”55 This was seen as a signal for a stronger adherence and application of intellectual property regulations amongst all industries within China, including news agencies and digital media outlets. But ultimately the actual enforcement of these policies and practices depends on the state and local authorities.56

Concerns over translation are not confined to China, but could pose similar copyright and intellectual property problems within Canada too. In Canada, ‘bad French translations’ have created problems for journalistic practices, audience engagement, and translation policy. English-to-French mistranslations in Canada have long been a problem, as with the Francophone-Anglophone debates over Newsworld from

---

54 Chen, “Plagiarism is Rampant in China.”
1987 to 1994. Canadian Radio-Television programs planned to institute a French-language counterpart to their English-language *Newsworld*, an all-news cable network. Concerns were raised over how the translated “news intended for francophones” would be controlled by “an anglophone company.” Debates over French Newsworld revealed new questions about the ‘ownership’ of news content, subtitles, and language.

French-English mistranslations continue. Studies on English and French-Canadian press during the ‘Dot.com’ crash in 2001 and the 2008 financial crisis showed that French-Canadian press left out American sources and focused on French-language ones to avoid translating quotations from one language to another. Avoidance was a strategy used by Swiss and French-Canadian press agencies to prevent mistakes and poor translations. Problems can also arise when articles are translated between languages, as translations can violate copyright, leave out or replace sources, and intentionally change the message of the original articles. Since some media outlets use licenses that let others freely translate, those practices could raise issues over the intellectual property rights of original articles.

Publications should be aware of the issues that translations can create for news distribution. Some media outlets such as The Conversation Canada publish under a Creative Commons - Attribution/No derivatives license. Technically, a translation would require authorization from an author. The concern arises when other forms of translation, such as “cut-and-paste” translations used in China, could skirt the media outlets’ republishing guidelines.

Without strong verification policies or active monitoring in place for republished articles, “copy-paste” translations without credit or poor-quality translations can become a recurring problem for authors and news organizations. There are no clear outlines for action or policies right now, but media outlets should be aware of this issue, especially when posting more sensitive articles online.

---

The impact of academic policy contributions is influenced by the discoverability of that content.

Discoverability is another challenge to the distribution of explanatory journalism. Yet, discoverable explanatory journalism can also help push policy issues to the fore of policy dialogues.

Discoverability describes how easily a piece of content can be found through online tools like search engines, websites, or applications. In other words, discoverability is “a kind of media power constituted by content discovery platforms that coordinate users, content creators, and software to make content more or less engaging.”

Discoverability is a complex phenomenon, which plays a big role in who discovers which explanatory journalism contributions and when. Google’s news aggregator Google News is a key example of discoverability in action. The service, which is widely considered the largest of its kind, was officially launched in 2006. Google News has long made decisions with enormous implications for publishers, including publishers of explanatory journalism content. These include Google News displaying certain articles more prominently to users in exchange for publishers’ subscriber data.
Discoverability has also featured prominently in recent policy discussions in Canada. The controversial proposed Bill C-10 would require digital media companies to increase the discoverability of Canadian content; the recently re-elected Liberal government has promised to renew efforts around this bill.66 While the bill is meant to reform Canada’s broadcasting system, it could have implications for policy dialogues about the discoverability of other types of content, like explanatory journalism.

Academics Dr. Fenwick McKelvey and Dr. Robert Hunt suggest that there are three dimensions to discoverability.67

**Dimension 1: How platform interfaces allow and afford user choices.**
The content displayed on the home pages of explanatory journalism and mainstream news outlets signifies what articles are more or less important. Editorial and web teams can pick and choose which articles deserve more attention. These articles are then more likely to be read and brought into policy discussions.

**Dimension 2: How users find content and the associated implications.**
Readers find and engage with explanatory journalism content “through trends, popularity metrics and indicators, and recommendations.”68 After publication, explanatory journalism contributions are discovered and rediscovered in many different ways. These include search terms entered into search engines such as Google, news recommendation applications, trend lists on Twitter or other social media platforms, and users sharing, commenting on, or engaging with content online.

**Dimension 3: How users experience online content.**
Users engage with an endless flow of content in different ways. One example of this phenomenon is ‘rabbit holes’ where users follow content through an infinite series of hyperlinks. Explanatory journalism content that gains traction online can become one unit in that continuous stream of information. That unit may or may not grab the attention of someone influential in policy development.

For a lot of explanatory journalism, republishing is a fourth dimension of discoverability. As discussed in this report, outlets like The Conversation Canada publish under a Creative Commons license. This approach allows other outlets to republish its articles at no cost, if they follow a set of guidelines. This creates more opportunities for audiences to consume content from such outlets. But there are questions about whether content republished via multiple sources influences how that information is catalogued or displayed on major corporations’ platforms, like Google and Facebook.

Indeed, major corporations fundamentally control the discoverability of online content.69 Google’s algorithm plays an important role in highlighting some content over others. Twitter’s and Facebook’s algorithms also favour certain types of content.70 These algorithmic decisions matter for the potential policy impact of explanatory journalism. Many policy-makers and their staff likely use search engines and social media platforms to guide the selection of witnesses for parliamentary and other meetings. They likely also use these tools to learn more about policy experts and these experts’ views on policy issues. But policy-makers and staff might not realize how their choices are influenced by these dimensions of discoverability.

67 McKelvey and Hunt, “Discoverability.”
69 McKelvey and Hunt, “Discoverability.”
Breaking into policy discussions is tough. It takes more than a single piece of explanatory journalism to land on policy-makers’ radar.

Authors may need a known history of expertise to get their explanatory journalism contributions in front of policy-makers. Expert reputations are built up over time, although explanatory journalism articles can be specific pieces of evidence or touchpoints for policy-makers.

Academics asked to speak to the media often command authority and gravitas, highlight scientific evidence, reflect wisdom and legitimacy, and are endorsed by institutions. Similar qualifications likely play into the potential policy impact of academics’ contributions to policy dialogues. This is complicated by the fact that policy-making is a space with individuals “inside the circle”—and others outside.

Academics at all stages of their career have facilitated policy impact through explanatory journalism content and other means. However, scholars who have already become known by policy communities are more likely to be continually turned to for their input. In Canadian communication law and policy, for example, a number of academics have been cited in parliamentary meetings. One example is Dr. Michael Geist, law professor at the University of Ottawa. References to Geist’s work include publications from his blog, op-eds in major Canadian newspapers such as The Toronto Star, and even Geist’s tweets.
Dr. Teresa Scassa, also a law professor at the University of Ottawa, has been cited multiple times in the House of Commons as well.75

Geist and Scassa are senior scholars who command a lot of authority in their areas of expertise and who are routinely called upon for their input. But junior scholars from across Canadian and foreign universities have also been invited to testify before House of Commons and Senate committees.76 Many of these academics have engaged in knowledge mobilization activities, including social media engagement, explanatory journalism publications, and blog posts. This includes, for example, three Assistant Professors recently invited to testify before House of Commons committees: Dr. Stéphanie Chouinard (Royal Military College and Queen’s University),77 Dr. David V. Wright (University of Calgary), and Dr. Jean-Christophe Boucher (University of Calgary).78

These academics’ knowledge mobilization likely played a role in their selection to participate in policy-making discussions. Their policy participation supports the suggestion that no “minister, senior department official or public agency leader can afford to lightly ignore a stream of well-informed critique and commentary.”79

But many factors make it harder for some academics to participate in the range of activities that characterize policy participation, such as lack of time, know-how, language, and networks. In Canada, for example, it is more difficult to enter Ottawa’s policy discussions for those who are not fluent in English or who work primarily in another language. There is also a lot of research on how historically underprivileged groups, such as BIPOC and women, are marginalized in the academy.80 This marginalization may affect these academics’ capacity and willingness to take part in policy dialogues. For example, they may be less likely to find support for their already undervalued knowledge mobilization efforts. They may also become targets of online harassment which can lead to silencing of marginalized voices.81 Further, marginalization could limit their ability to build the authority that is often required to be invited to participate in policy proceedings. Without broader changes, even if these academics write explanatory journalism, their articles may never reach policy-makers in the first place.

76 Parliament of Canada, “Publication Search - Assistant Professor,” Our Commons, last accessed July 2, 2021.
77 Dr. Chouinard was recently made Associate Professor, but has testified before committee prior to this promotion.
Future storage or compilation of explanatory journalism articles may change their copyright status or jeopardize authors’ access to their own work.

The online world is paradoxical. While it might appear that materials can be stored forever, many links rot, making material no longer available. Many articles are actually preserved not in their original format but in other types of databases. Such databases have raised legal questions.

While many explanatory journalism outlets are born digital, they may still confront questions of changing formats or inclusion in databases. It is thus necessary to think about how publishers intend to manage the “right to store and reproduce freelance articles acquired for publication in their newspapers in online databases without compensating the freelancers or obtaining their express consent.” As newspaper publishers shift to digital and online platforms for publishing or storing their content, these publishers will have to convert all their content into digital formats, including content from the publisher’s freelance contributors.

From 1999 to 2006, the Canadian courts dealt with this very issue under Robertson v Thomson Corp. In 1995, freelancer Heather Robertson published two articles in the physical The Globe and Mail/Thomson Corp newspaper (henceforth known as The Globe). At the time, copyright was not addressed in the agreements on either article. As a freelance author, Robertson...
created these original works, and she was the first owner of its copyright. The Globe, however, held the copyright in its newspaper because it was both a “collective work” and a “compilation” under the Copyright Act.\(^8^4\)

In 1996, The Globe placed Robertson’s two articles that were originally published in The Globe’s physical newspaper into three electronic databases—Info Globe Online and CPI.Q, and a CD-ROM—without Robertson’s consent. Robertson objected and sued The Globe for unauthorized reproduction of her work.

In 2006, the Supreme Court of Canada recognized that Robertson held the copyright in her articles while The Globe held the copyright in the compilation or collection of works that contained them. The Court recognized that the newspaper had the right to modify its collection, but it did not have the right to decontextualize its articles to the point of removing the obvious connection to the newspaper.\(^8^5\)

The Court found that only one of The Globe’s databases—the CD-ROM—did not violate Robertson’s copyright. This is because the database presented articles related to that day’s paper when a user viewed a particular article.\(^8^6\) But Robertson’s rights had been violated by adding her works in Info Globe Online and CPI.Q. In these two databases, the originality of Robertson’s articles is reproduced, but the originality of the newspapers as a collective work was not. The Court concluded that the database was not merely a newspaper in a different guise but a new work.\(^8^7\) The publication settled out of court and paid Robertson $11 million.\(^8^8\)

This case highlights the limits of reproducing freelancers’ articles on another digital platform. At the same time, this case complicates questions around how explanatory journalism should be stored in the long-term and contributing freelancers’ copyright. The former is especially relevant given that a lot of explanatory journalism is evergreen, meaning it is not time-sensitive content. The timeless nature of such content makes this issue an even more important one for explanatory journalism outlets to consider.

---

84 Robertson v. Thomson Corp., 2004 CanLII 32254 (ON CA).
Explanatory journalism raises challenges and recommendations at every stage of its life-cycle, from creation to distribution to impact. This report focused on those stages that suggested new and under-explored problems. Our life-cycle examination of explanatory journalism has surfaced recommendations for multiple groups: academic-authors, academic institutions, explanatory journalism outlets, and policy-makers.

Social media platforms and search engines have laid the foundations for and accelerated many of the changes we discuss in this report. Certainly, there could be many specific recommendations for those companies. Consider the importance of explanatory journalism surfacing in algorithms of discoverability. We have seen during the COVID-19 pandemic that poor-quality information can spread quickly when high-quality information does not appear easily and accessibly on search engines and social media platforms. The weighting of discoverability in algorithms might account for the high quality of explanatory journalism from smaller outlets that often feature academics. We leave more in-depth and specific recommendations for platforms and search engines to other reports and scholars.

FOR ACADEMIC-AUTHORS

Some academics are increasingly interested in reaching a broader public through explanatory journalism. Canadian funding bodies also incentivize this by incorporating knowledge mobilization as a key aspect of grants. Yet, several aspects of this work remain unclear or under-rewarded.

1. **Be Aware of Copyright Constraints**
   Outlets find it quicker and easier to work with scholars who understand their concerns. For example, scholars can help to ease the burden on outlets by supplying their own images or those available under Creative Commons licenses.

2. **Advocate for Academic Recognition of Explanatory Journalism**
   Our report explored how many higher education institutions have yet to include knowledge mobilization like explanatory journalism into tenure and merit processes. Advances here will require systemic change, but individual academics can accelerate that change. They can advocate with faculty associations and other relevant bodies, such as departments or deans’ offices, for recognition of explanatory journalism and policy work. While gaining such recognition will likely prove a slow process, it will lay the groundwork for other scholars, particularly junior and contingent faculty.
Academic institutions value the recognition from their students and faculty publishing high-profile or widely-distributed explanatory journalism. However, institutions have yet to provide the recognition or support necessary for more scholars to undertake such work.

1. **Provide Training for Academics to Write Explanatory Journalism**

Some organizations like the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council and some outlets like The Conversation Canada invest considerable time and resources to visit higher education institutions and provide training sessions on how to write explanatory journalism. This can considerably increase the chances of submissions from those who attend. Other organizations try to amplify the voices of individuals traditionally underrepresented in media. Informed Opinions focuses on promoting women’s voices in the media, for example. Yet, a few organizations alone cannot provide sustained support.

Higher education institutions might consider providing more specialized training for these activities. That is particularly true if institutions hope for policy impact, which requires training distinct from how to write explanatory journalism. This specialized training and other forms of support should account for the different ways that academics engage with policy audiences, including via formal policy interventions, policy reports and briefs, explanatory journalism, and social media. This training and support will mean increasing resources for and recognition of knowledge mobilization via academic explanatory journalism/public writing in academia. While some initiatives exist, such as the University of British Columbia’s Public Scholars Initiative, they are few and far between.

2. **Update Tenure/Promotion, Merit, and Hiring Processes to Recognize and Reward Knowledge Mobilization**

One crucial aspect of increasing resources and recognition for such work is to reward it within the bureaucratic mechanisms of a university. Academic institutions should adequately promote and reward scholars’ engagement in explanatory journalism and any subsequent impact, such as involvement in formal policy dialogues. Such recognition is particularly critical for those from backgrounds not often represented in these discussions. These incentives are crucial for junior scholars or those in precarious positions because they may hesitate to engage in these activities without bureaucratic recognition.

Some academic institutions are already undertaking internal reviews to consider these changes. We urge more institutions to consider strongly and act quickly to revise tenure/promotion, merit, and hiring processes to incorporate knowledge mobilization, of which explanatory journalism is one part. This will resolve the paradox that universities want to see knowledge mobilization, but do not reward it adequately.
FOR ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

3 Provide Support and Safety Protection for Academics Experiencing Harassment

Recognition needs to be paired with support and protection for scholars who may experience online or offline harassment for more public work. That support may need to take many forms, depending upon the type of harassment (e.g., help with managing social media accounts, legal advice, and removing office numbers and e-mails from public-facing websites). At the moment, most universities do not have any specific resources dedicated to the problem of harassment, despite some academics even receiving death threats during the pandemic for their public work.89

Institutions should consider creating public safety organizations or groups to deal with these problems. There should be rapid-response mechanisms and contacts for academics experiencing online harassment, which can quickly become overwhelming. Such organizations or groups (or people) should have training in how to use tools like blocking, muting, and reporting on social media to help scholars who are harassed.90 They should ensure that academics understand the potential blowback they may receive in response to public engagement and have a plan to address it. They should also develop protocols for when to contact the police. Without such infrastructural support, universities cannot reasonably expect scholars, particularly those more likely to be harassed, to explain their work in more public spaces.


FOR OUTLETS PUBLISHING EXPLANATORY JOURNALISM

Some outlets only publish explanatory journalism. Others publish some explanatory journalism amongst other news stories. While most of our recommendations for concrete changes apply to other groups, we also suggest that outlets consider the following points to avoid potential lawsuits or other forms of liability.

1 Check Creative Commons Licenses

Publications can avoid difficulties by understanding the requirements of Creative Commons licenses and checking that they adhere to them. Some outlets ask for details on copyright verification and permission to republish images to ensure that their authors do not supply images that contravene copyright. Other outlets should check that they apply similar levels of due diligence.

2 Check Potential Translations of Sensitive or Potentially Controversial Articles

Media outlets should remember that their materials can be translated and misappropriated around the world. For sensitive topics, they might consider asking someone with relevant language skills to check for unauthorized translations of articles. They should also consider developing policies for how they might act, should such an unauthorized translation arise and/or misrepresent the original material in deleterious ways. This is more of a concern with the ready access to automatic translation (e.g., Google Translate or DeepL). Such translators can reproduce gender biases and alter meaning in deeply problematic ways.91

Ensure the Future Viability and Accessibility of Explanatory Journalism Articles

Links rot every day online, which means that a story is no longer accessible. Outlets should ensure that their own articles do not fall prey to link rot. Only if link rot is prevented can stories resurface and gain traction years or months after original publication. Some explanatory journalism regains popularity whenever a topic is in the news. But this renewed traction can only happen if the stories are still accessible.

Publications should also plan for the digital afterlife of explanatory journalism. The exact planning will depend upon the original agreement with contributors. If contributors hold some copyright, publications might ensure that the original agreements cover future means of storage. These could include methods yet to be invented! If the agreement enables republishing under Creative Commons, outlets should ensure that any future storage methods do not suddenly put previously free material behind a paywall.

Consider the Unintended Consequences of Any Link Taxes or Negotiations with Social Media Platforms

Fourteen Canadian outlets have already negotiated a payment deal with Facebook. This raises questions about which outlets can negotiate with Facebook and whether there are open and transparent processes around payment. At the same time, many governments are considering or have implemented national legislation around link taxes or bargaining codes. These too raise questions about how such legislation is devised and which outlets may have influenced the legislative process or been influenced by it. Outlets might consider whether to advocate for more transparent bargaining processes with both social media platforms and government on these issues.
FOR POLICY-MAKERS

Policy-makers often acknowledge that the internet has transformed industries, particularly journalism. Yet, the legal framework around journalism has remained surprisingly static. So too policy-makers can consider how to ensure that they can better use explanatory journalism to include diverse experts in the policy-making process.

1 Review and update the legal framework to deal with issues raised by explanatory journalism

Policy-makers should consider reviewing the legal framework around journalism to address new issues raised by the online environment. This report has surfaced several specific areas of attention, including storage, definitions of fair use, and copyright lawsuits. For example, policy-makers might consider how to safeguard rights-holders in any future storage or compilation of work in databases. Safeguarding rights can also mean safeguarding the right to free distribution or republishing, as in current Creative Commons licenses. This can help to ensure that freely-accessible explanatory journalism remains freely accessible in the future.

2 Consider smaller, non-profit outlets in legislation on link taxes or media support

As the Canadian government considers further measures to support journalism in a platform age, policy-makers should ensure that they do not default to devising policies around the largest media outlets. If policy-makers consider a link tax, bargaining codes, or anything similar, they should consider which outlets will have the ability to negotiate and which will not. In seeking to level the online playing field, policy-makers should carefully consider the unintended consequences of any “link tax” legislation, including on smaller and non-profit outlets which often publish explanatory journalism.
FOR POLICY-MAKERS

3 Seek public input in creating legislation around link taxes or media support
Contrary to common assumptions, some members of the public care deeply about copyright. Edwards and Moss point out that “current consultation practices have not included the public voice adequately” in the UK. Canadian policy-makers should consider how to incorporate members of the public in policy-making around any potential link taxes or similar legislation.

4 Use myriad methods to select a diversity of witnesses for parliamentary meetings
Policy-making works best when it incorporates a diverse range of expert opinions. Often, explanatory journalism offers a swift route to find experts who can make their fields comprehensible to policy-makers and a broader public. Yet, policy-makers should also consider how to be deliberate in their searching and surfacing of explanatory journalism, particularly because this can enable them to find more diverse expert voices.

Internal policies should mandate the selection of a wide range of scholarly experts for witness testimony, especially those from backgrounds traditionally underrepresented in policy discussions. Major corporations largely control the discoverability of explanatory journalism and other forms of policy contributions. Accordingly, policies should encourage the use of a wide range of search tools to mitigate how some academics’ voices may be demoted by the algorithms of mainstream search engines and social media platforms. Policy-makers should also call for greater algorithmic transparency from major search engines and social media platforms. This will allow for a better public understanding of which voices do and do not gain traction online.

Overall, the life-cycle model has surfaced a range of under-studied issues related to explanatory journalism. Many issues go beyond explanatory journalism and affect how we incorporate expertise into policy-making or disseminate knowledge online. By addressing these problems, policy-makers and the general public can better find and absorb the knowledge they need to move through a complicated world.